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Hiring decisions are based on two factors: whether you have the experience and knowledge to do the job, and how well it fits workplace culture. Although workplace culture is an important factor, it is also a very subjective consideration. Therefore, the real test is whether you have the qualifications that the
employer needs. Voluntary questionnaires do not request information about job qualifications and are therefore not a disqualifying factor in hiring. Your application, cover letter and curriculum fulfill an important purpose: to present your skills and qualifications related to the work. Factors such as education,
work experience, technical skills, aptitude and experience are considered desirable qualifications for job opening. The data that employers collect asking applicants to fill out a voluntary questionnaire have nothing to do with their work skills or knowledge. Therefore, the only way to be disqualified from
consideration is if you simply do not have the skills and background that the company wants. The interview process gives you and the recruiter or hiring manager the opportunity to see if you are as good as you look on paper. With their resume as a guide, recruiters ask the kinds of interview questions
that ask for information about their job qualifications. Interview questions seek information about their qualifications, allowing the hiring manager to make a wise selection. Employers are warned against polling in areas that are not related to work or their qualifications, as these interview questions could be
illegal. Interviewers do not ask questions that seek the same information as in voluntary questionnaires, as these questions could expose them to responsibility for making unfair labor decisions. To protect the company from claims that uns related information affects employment decisions, employers print
disclaimers on questionnaires. The disclaimer says that the information obtained is provided strictly voluntarily and that it will not affect the contracting decision. An employer cannot require you to provide information other than a work requirement. Voluntary questionnaires by hiring companies collect data
to meet certain registration obligations under federal law, allowing them to take advantage of the benefits available to employers who hire certain workers. The U.S. Department of Labor's Federal Bureau of Contract Compliance Programs imposes Executive Order 11246, which requires certain employers
to create written affirmative action plans. Employers with at least 50 workers who do at least $50,000 of business in with the federal government are subject to the order. As part of their affirmative action plan requirements, employers are strongly urged to collect EEO - equal employment opportunities -
data from applicants and employees. A voluntary questionnaire seeking data from the EEO asks you to identify your race, ethnicity, gender, veteran and disability. You can give the information or decline to identify yourself, because because factors are not related to work. Employers do not use this
information to make hiring decisions, therefore exempt from liability. Employers receive substantial tax credits for hiring certain applicants under the Job Opportunity Tax Credit, or WOTC, a program created by the U.S. Department of Labor. The WOTC encourages the hiring of veterans; recipients of
public aid or food stamps; empowerment residents, low-income areas; participants in professional rehabilitation; convicted felons; and people who receive supplementary security income payments. As of January 2013, the tax credit for employers ranges from 25 to 50 percent of the employee's annual
salary. Although you are not required to provide information considered voluntary, it certainly benefits the employer if you do. The supply of the information will not make you more qualified or a more desirable candidate, even with the possible tax credit depending on it. It's simply a way for the employer to
fulfill its obligation under the rules for federal contractors or for it to earn a generous tax credit to take out if it belongs to one of the target groups of the job opportunity tax credit. About author Ruth Mayhew has been writing since the mid-1980s, and has been an expert in human resources since 1995. Her
work appears in The Multi-Generational Workforce in the Health Care Industry, and has been cited in numerous publications, including journals and textbooks focused on human resource management practices. He holds a Master's degree in Sociology from the University of Missouri-Kansas City. Ruth
resides in the nation's capital, Washington, D.C. February 23, 2016 | SterlingRecent new labor opportunity tax credit (WOTC) legislation and other federal incentives have made the program easier to participate in, and more valuable too. While all U.S.-based companies including nonprofits can take
advantage of the tax credit, many have chosen not to participate because of the associated burden or ignorance about the program. We recently conducted a webinar in the WOTC program and how recent legislation has made it more valuable for participating employers. Webinar highlighted how
companies can earn $100-$200 per rental on tax credits, to have potential employees complete the 8850 government form. Historically, a paper-based process that rewarded companies for hiring people outside government programs or disadvantaged categories, recent legislation and technology have
introduced exciting improvements. In collaboration with Tax Credit Co., Elizabeth May, Sri Kaza and I discussed the benefits and challenges of the program with the participants, and demonstrated it as an automated solution most of the burden through automation. Participants were given the opportunity
to ask questions about WOTC screening and the best way to take advantage of this program. Here's a recap of 7 frequently asked questions - from HUMAN Resources recruiters and tax leaders: Question 1: Not the program require paper forms, signatures and a lot of follow-up with employees? Yes - or
at least, it used to be. Before 2012, 8850 (a key government form for the program) was required with a hand signature for each new rental. Along with document 8850, another form 9061 was required for additional documentation for most rating categories. However, since then, the legislation has
changed by allowing electronic signatures. State agencies have also invested in databases that allow the automation of documentation. Today, with the right partner, participating in WOTC can be an entirely electronic process that involves only a few simple questions being asked to job seekers. Question
2: What are the terms associated with claiming a wotc rental, and capturing credit? There are two important deadlines to take into account when participating in wotc, and these deadlines are associated with different steps in the process of hiring a company. The first is to have a process that allows
applicants/employees the opportunity to fill out a questionnaire to determine their eligibility. This must happen on or before the day of the offer. The second important period is the 28-day window that employers must fill in and submit form 8850 to the corresponding government agency. What this means for
most companies is that they have to find a place in their recruitment process, either during applying for employment, or on the first day of onboarding to ask these questions. They will also have to devote resources, or get help completing and processing forms 8850. Question 3: What is the benefit for the
employee? The tax credit incentive only goes to the employer, and is not shared with the employee. The aim of the program is really to help underrepresented individuals gain employment. While it is not a requirement to make hiring decisions based on WOTC rating status, the EEOC has issued a
guidance declaring it to be an acceptable practice. Question 4: What types of contracts can qualify for credit, and how much? Any new rent for the first time could qualify (the rehires do not), and the three most common categories that the new contracts qualify are: Long-term unemployed (just joined the
program in 2016)Food stamp or temporary assistance file (disabled and/or unemployed)For the main categories the credit is calculated as the percentage of the employee's wages obtained after having worked a minimum of 120 hours. We find that the average credit per qualified employee is $1200-1500.
The number of employees meeting the requirements depends on the type of job, location and wages. With the current criteria, most companies will see anywhere from 10-30% of their new qualification contracts. Question 5: Can benefit personnel agencies, recruitment companies or non-profit
organizations? While not all companies can take advantage of WOTC, there are several ways to make it work. For example, despite being tax-exempt: Nonprofits can participate and use federal tax credits created by WOTC. This is done by applying your WOTC credit against payroll taxes. With and the
hiring of companies, and the eligibility of outsourced employment models varies. Companies must be the common employer to benefit from credit. A conversation with a tax credit adviser can help make that determination. Question 6: How does the online solution improve in our current paper detection
process? The WOTC detection function can be added smoothly to the background detection process within a SterlingBackcheck workflow. Enabling the questionnaire in a standard process will ensure that all candidates have the opportunity to fill out the form, and can answer the minimum number of
questions to compete with the required documentation. SterlingBackcheck customers who use this feature are seeing a high degree of program compliance and no impact on the applicant's experience. The integrated solution also allows faster submission to state agencies and faster change for tax
certificates and credits. Question 7: What does it cost us to participate? SterlingBackcheck offers this feature, which can be enabled in days, at no cost. Our partner, Tax Credit Co., will prepare, submit and manage its 8,850 applications and calculate its credits - charging only a small percentage of the tax
credit at the time of delivery. By the way, did you know that we offer a free WOTC program to all customers? This publication has a merely informative purpose and nothing contained in it should be interpreted as legal advice. We expressly waer any guarantee or liability for damages arising from this
information. We encourage you to consult with the legal advice on your specific needs. We are not committed to updating previously published materials. Materials.
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